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Abstract  
   The paper presents the development and implementation of a new sensorless algorithm for estimating the rotor 

position of switched reluctance motor (SRM) over a wide range of operating conditions. The algorithm is 

designed to overcome difficulties in estimating the rotor position at starting as well as at the normal operation 

region. The algorithm is successfully implemented experimentally using SRM fed from a photovoltaic source 

which has a nonlinear operating nature.  The results show improved performance at starting as well as when step 

changes in converter duty ratio or insulation levels occur. The results demonstrate clearly that the new algorithm 

ensures smooth starting without initial hesitation and reduces the torque ripples. The results presented are of 

prime importance to manufacturing companies leading to low cost reliable SRM drive systems for various 

industrial applications.  

Keywords:  SRM,   Sensorless Algorithms, PV system, Performance analysis of SRM. 

 

على مدى واسع من ظروف التشغٌل . تم تصمٌم  (SRM)ٌقدم هذا البحث تطوٌر وتطبٌق خوارزم جدٌد لتحدٌد وضع العضو الدوار لمحرك  

خاصة عند بدا الحركة وكذلك عند ظروف التشغٌل العادٌة . تم تطبٌق الخوارزم للتغلب على الصعوبات الموجودة فى تحدٌد موضع العضو الدائر 
مغذى من مصدر للطاقة الشمسٌة  ذات الطبٌعة الغٌر خطٌة حٌث توضح النتائج تحسن واضح فى  (SRM)لٌا بنجاح باستخدام  الخوارزم  عم

. توضح النتائج بجالء بدء تشغٌل  converter اآلداء عند البدأ وكذلك عند حدوث تغٌر مفاجئ فى نسبة االشعاع الشمسى او نسبة اشعال المحوال 
 تكلفة انخفاض مما ٌؤدي إلىشركات التصنٌع ل األهمٌة بمكان من المعروضة هً النتائجتقلٌل واضح فى تموجات العزم . بدون تردد مع ناعم 

 المختلفة لتطبٌقات الصناعٌةافى  (SRM)   آلنظمة موثوق بها

 

1 Introduction 

Switched reluctance motors (SRM) have a wide 

range of industrial applications because of their 

advantages over conventional AC/DC Drives [1]. 

This is due to simple construction, ruggedness and 

inexpensive manufacturing potential. Various 

methods have used and applied to control SRM speed 

such as angle position control, phase current 

chopping control, fixed angle pulse width modulation 

(PWM) control, and variable angle PWM control [2-

5]. However, difficulties in measuring rotor position 

made it quite complex to achieve smooth speed 

control of switched reluctance motors. Moreover, 

torque ripple, vibration and acoustic noise remain the 

main drawbacks for the wide spread of SRM 

applications [6-9]. 

 

To overcome these difficulties, effort was made 

to replace the position sensor with suitable estimation 

technique and a number of sensorless algorithms 

were suggested with little concern about motor 

starting [4,9].  However, these algorithms did not 

lead to smooth starting of switched reluctance motors 

which represent a major problem in assessing the 

performance of this type of motors and limited its 

industrial applications. This starting problem of 

switched reluctance motors becomes worse when the 

motor fed from a photovoltaic system (PV) which 

has a nonlinear function nature. 

Intensive worldwide research plans over the last 
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two decades led to a substantial development in 

photovoltaic industry. This appeared in the high 

reduction of solar cell production cost, enormous 

increase in solar cell efficiency and producing solar 

cells that are able to extract photovoltaic power over 

the full spectrum of the wave lengths. The idea of 

producing a photovoltaic plant that generates 

megawatts or connecting a photovoltaic system to the 

grid seemed unlikely to the most until the late 90's,. 

However, this is not the case at present as thousands 

of plants rated at more than 1 MWp          (peak watt) 

are now in service. This up rating of photovoltaic 

generator power represents the start of a new era of 

photovoltaic energy utilization .   

A major use  of PV systems currently being 

developed is in solar home systems, supplying basic 

electricity demand of rural population in developing 

countries and many other applications systems in 

remote areas where photovoltaic  energy has  proved 

to be an economical  source  of energy.  Photovoltaic 

systems are used to drive many electric motors 

including SRM [24-26]. Photovoltaic generators 

exhibit highly nonlinear insulation dependent 

characteristics with poor voltage regulation [1-23]. 

Subsequently, careful attention must be considered 

when SRM is fed from a Photovoltaic source. 

The paper presents a method for estimating the 

rotor position estimation of switched reluctance 

motors fed from a photovoltaic source. The method is 

successfully implemented and tested experimentally 

using a 8/6 poles SRM fed from a photovoltaic 

system. The experimental results show a smooth 

starting and a good performance at steady state and 

when step changes occur with a significant reduction 

in torque ripples. 

2 Sensorless Techniques  

Speed control of SRM drives depends on signals 

measured from phase current, rotor position, and 

speed. Subsequently, the motor performance is 

significantly affected by the method used to obtain 

these signals in a particular application.  Phase 

current and speed signals are usually measured with 

transducers, which increase the cost of the electronic 

controller and its packaging size. In the case of using 

a rotor position/speed transducer, the size of the 

motor housing and the cost are increased 

significantly. Emerging high-volume applications in 

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC); 

fans; pumps; home appliances; automobile accessory 

drives; and many others are cost sensitive. The 

performance requirements for such applications are 

not high as that  required for machine tool servo 

drives. Generally, the requirement of low cost with 

high performance for motor drives has placed the 

agenda of low-cost, sensor-based or sensorless 

technology at the forefront of present day research 

and development of motor drives[1-5]. SRM drives 

are no exception to this trend, as seen from the high 

degree of interest shown by industrial and academic 

researchers worldwide on this topic. 

Rotor position measurement and estimation can 

be broadly classified into the two categories of 

acquisition schemes: continuous or discrete. Within 

these two categories, they can be further subdivided 

into sensor- and sensorless-based methods of rotor 

position measurement and estimation. 

The sensorless methods of estimation can be 

classified into modern control-based and inductance-

based estimation schemes. The inductance-based 

estimation methods exploit the inherent unique 

characteristic of the three-dimensional relationships 

among the flux linkages or inductance, current, and 

rotor position, and the availability of the first two 

variables leads to resolution of the third unknown, 

which is the rotor position. A number of methods 

exist using inductance-based estimation[1-4]. They in 

turn can be further divided into direct and indirect 

forms of inductance measurement [4,5]. The salient 

difference between these methods lies in which either 

the inductance is measured directly or by monitoring 

other variables. The modern control methods are 

based on observation and intelligent control 

techniques [13,17]. The observer-based methods use 

a state observer or a sliding mode observer, both of 

which essentially depend to an extent on the 

inductance slope for their convergence and 

functioning [11-23]. The observers are 

computationally intensive and have the problem of 

convergence in terms of the time taken to converge to 

the correct estimates. The intelligent control methods 

encompass estimators based on artificial neural 

networks and fuzzy control [11-23]. These methods 

are computationally less intensive compared to 

observer methods but due to their learning capability 

provide adaptive control. The accuracy of the rotor 

position estimation is not sufficient for high-

performance applications, such as a position servo 

control application, but is acceptable in many other 

industrial applications. Most of the sensorless 

methods require phase currents and applied voltages 

for their estimation. The current can be sensed 

inexpensively, but the commercial voltage sensors 

with high bandwidth are expensive. Alternatively, a 

low-cost voltage sensor or estimator is realizable 

using control-level, isolated-gate drive signals and a 

dc source voltage magnitude [1-4]. 

 

 

The sensorless estimation scheme uses current 

changes to estimate the incremental inductance of the 

machine phase from which the rotor position is 

extracted [5-11]. Sensorless rotor position estimation 
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is considered desirable because of compactness in 

weight and volume, lower cost due to elimination of 

the mechanical assembly and mounting associated 

with a rotor position sensor, and no rotating parts and 

no wear and tear, thus no maintenance requirements 

for its life [10-15]. 

 

The driving factor behind sensorless operation of 

any electrical drive including that of SRMs is the 

quest for low-cost drives with high performance. 

Three broad classes of rotor position estimation have 

emerged in research and development [5-23]: 

1. Observer-based schemes give a continuous 

estimation of rotor position. 

2. Incremental inductance-based measurement 

uses current rise time or fall time or its magnitude to 

obtain discretely the rotor position. 

3. Inductance-based estimation of rotor position 

uses the two different techniques of demodulation 

and constant current or constant flux linkage applied 

to sensor signals and sensing phases, respectively, to 

give a continuous estimation. 

3 Sensorless Problems of SRM 

During standstill, the rotor position is unknown. 

For smooth starting of the drive, the relative position 

of the phases should be detected and proper phase 

should be chosen for excitation for driving the motor 

in the required direction. Excitation to any arbitrary 

phase will not result smooth starting. In literature, a 

number of sensorless algorithms for SRM drive are 

suggested [4,5]. Unfortunately, most of the existing 

schemes discuss the position estimation only during 

running condition. However, the sensorless operation 

at running condition only does not make much sense 

without successful starting,. The proper algorithm 

should give better position estimate during running as 

well as in starting.   

 

The Feed-forward open loop estimation 

method presented in [4,5] use  a train of pulses with 

initial frequency applied to each phase of the motor 

windings in a sequence according to the direction of 

rotation with 15
0
 phase shift while the difference 

between Toff and Ton angle is kept fixed. Though 

the method considered efficient during running 

conditions it does not  provide smooth starting . 

Alternatively, a particular phase of the motor is 

excited for sufficient period of time and the rotor 

may be aligned along its axis [3-5]. Once the rotor is 

aligned, the position of all the phases with respect to 

the rotor is known and by appropriate switching logic 

the motor can start suitably. This method is described 

in [1,2]. However,  the rotor may not get aligned to 

the required axis. The inductance profile of the test 

motor are designed in such a way that near both 

aligned and unaligned region there is a no-torque 

zone, when even under excitation the rotor will not 

experience any torque. Hence, originally if the rotor 

lies in the no-torque zone near unaligned region, it 

will not be aligned even with excitation. In that 

situation, one phase excitation may not be sufficient 

for alignment of the rotor. Two phases are used for 

reliable alignment. The major disadvantage of this 

method is that the motor may move backwards 

before actual starting commences.  

 

The Flux-computation technique is described 

in   [1-4]. During standstill, a pulse voltage may 

be injected to any phase and flux-linkage may 

be computed through the integration of voltage 

equation. From the measured current and 

computed flux, position at starting may be 

obtained from the stored flux-linkage 

characteristics in the same way as the running 

condition. Flux-linkage characteristics being 

symmetric along the aligned axis, it is not 

possible to estimate the absolute position of the 

rotor through flux-current method by single 

phase excitation. Theoretically, by giving 

excitation to two phases the exact rotor position 

of the different phases can be detected. In order 

to obtain accurate estimate of position, phases 

are to be excited for sufficient time so that 

sufficient flux builds up, otherwise at low flux 

and low current the estimation results will be 

erroneous. Besides, if the particular phase is 

near unaligned or aligned region, the estimated 

position will be error prone. The main difficulty 

with this method is that before the actual start, 

the rotor may move backward and a starting 

hesitation is observed. Hence, in this method 

(two phase excitation) special care is to be taken 

for avoiding such hesitation.  

4 New Sensoreless Method for SRM 

4.1 Running Conditions of SRM  

Position can be detected most reliably at starting 

by applying excitation pulses to all phases 

successively The flux-linkage of any phase is 

computed as follows [1-5]:.  

 

dtidRiV /),(      (1) 

  dtRiVi )(),(      (2) 
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Data for the relation between (,i) at the aligned          

Can be obtained through measurements similar to 

that shown in Fig. (1). and using appropriate 

interpolation method [4] . This discrete available data 

and unaligned positions can be extended to be 

continuous for the full range of  , and i values 

during the period between the positions (aligned  =0 

and unaligned =2/Nr). This data is experimentally 

measured by the following sequence: 
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Fig. 1 Measured Flux linkage versus current curves ( by 

interpolations ).  

 

At the aligned position, an AC voltage is applied 

to the phase winding then the current can be 

calculated. By current calculations, the impedance 

value can be estimated and then used to calculate 

both the inductance and flux linkage. On the other 

hand, rotor braking  at the unaligned position, the 

same previous procedure can be used to calculate the 

flux linkage of this phase. The following relation can 

be used to estimate the intermediate (,i) curves [2]. 

2/))cos(1)()((),(  ruau NiLiiLi    (3) 

It is evident that the model accuracy depends on 

how dense these curves are, while the increased 

number of curves between those two boundaries will 

make the model more memory demanding. 

Otherwise, pre-computed ( i ) characteristics 

is stored in a look-up table to compute position from 

the measured phase voltages and currents. From the 

measured voltage and current, flux-linkage of a phase 

is computed from equation (2). With known flux-

linkage and current, position can be looked-up from 

the stored data. There are several important issues 

involved in the position estimation method outlined 

above. These are listed as follows. 

 

The ( i ) characteristics are pre-computed. 

The pre-computed Characteristics are obtained by 

tests done under static conditions. These static tests 

do not take into account the non-idealities associated 

with the dynamic conditions under which the 

machine is operating. Such non idealities are related 

to two aspects:- 

1- The eddy current effects in dynamic condition 

may influence the i characteristics of the SRM. 

These influences may introduce an error in the 

estimated position. 

2- The static i characteristics do not take 

into effect the mutual coupling between the various 

phases during dynamic operation. It is shown that 

mutual fluxes can introduce errors in position 

estimate as much as
o3 . 

The static torque is calculated using the following 

equations. 

diiWCoenergy )..,(\     (4) 

ddWTtorquestatic static /.. \    (5) 

From equations (4) and (5) a similar static torque 

matrix can be estimated where current will give the 

row index and  will give the column index [4]. 

The value of developed torque can be calculated 

from the value of static torque Fig. (2). 
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Fig. 2 Measured theta-static torque family of curves. 

 

The value of actual speed can be calculated from the 

following mechanical equations: 
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)),((
1




B
load

Ti
dev

T
Jdt

d
   (6) 

Where, the speed error obtained from the difference 

between the rotor speed and its reference is amplified 

and limited in the speed controller, which usually is a 

proportional-plus-integral (PI) controller the output of 

this is load torque value. 

The value of rotor angular displacement  can be 

calculated from the following equation: 

 dtd /      (7) 

4.2 Starting Conditions of SRM  

On starting, a test excitation signal is employed to 

select the appropriate phases to be excited. Direct 

control of the current injected during starting ensures 

test pulse in the non-saturated zone of ( i ) 

characteristics.  

The angle δ corresponding to the displacement of 

phase A in relation to another phase is given by: 

)
11

(2
sr NN

      (8) 

Also the positive period of phase is determined by 

the following equation: 

r

r

C
qN

periodduty )
1

(2
   (9) 

And Cr can be calculated by the following 

equation. 

)
11

(2
sr

rC


                (10) 

Duration of negative current pulses is depended on 

the stored energy in phase winding [1-5]. 

4.3 Proportional Integral Parameter Tuning  

The introduction of integral control action 

reduces the steady-state error and. creates a restoring 

force that is proportional to the sum of all past errors 

multiplied by time. In this case, conventional adaptive 

controller for starting is used. The controller algorithm 

can be given as follows: 

)(.).()( tacttrefterr               (11) 

where act(t) is the actual output of the system, ref(t) is 

the reference input of the system, err(t) is the error 

signal between act(t) and ref(t). 

For a constant value of error, the value of Σ(EΔt) 

will increase with time, causing the restoring force to 

get larger and larger. Eventually, the restoring force 

will get large enough to overcome friction and move 

the controlled variable in a direction to eliminate the 

error. 

Starting controller (turn on controller)  

)()..(...).(..)( tdterrKterrKtu ip            (12) 

Where u(t) is the output of controller, Kp and Ki are 

proportional and integral gains  respectively and this 

gains are adaptation to obtain a good model for 

starting. 

5 Implementation  

The system considered to implement this algorithm is 

shown in Fig 3. It consists of four blocks as follows: 

The first block is a PV system where the output of 

this block of the DC source voltage. And be in control 

of this output voltage is the solar radiation values 

(insulation value) and duty cycle ratio of PV converter 

values. 

The secondary block is the H converter where the 

input of this converter are  the PV output DC voltage 

and the turn on angle value from starting control 

system while the output of H converter is the pulses 

square wave voltage ((+ - 0)voltage). 

The third block is the phase motor model where 

the input of this motor is the pulses square wave 

voltage from H converter while the output of this 

motor model the instantaneous pulses phase current 

and instantaneous  pulses phase developed torque.  

The fourth block is the motor mechanical system 

and starting control model where the input of this 

block of instantaneous pulses  phase developed torque 

and obtained the total instantaneous developed torque 

from the following equation 

devd
T

devc
T

devb
T

deva
T

devtotal
T

.....
   (13) 

While the displacement angle (calculation from 

motor speed) is output of mechanical system where 

the motor speed is calculate by the following equation   

)),((
1




B
load

Ti
dev

T
Jdt

d
         (14) 
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And the displacement angle can be calculated  

From the following equation  





dt

d
             (15) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 . Sensorless diagrame for one phase SRM from four phases is suppled by PV system. 

5.1 Switched Reluctance motor  

The SRM has salient poles on both the stator and 

rotor. Therefore, it is referred to as a doubly salient poles 

machine. Also the motor winding is located only on the 

stator side. However, the rotor has neither windings nor 

magnets and is built up from a stack of steel laminations. 

Each phase consists of two series connected windings on 

diametrically opposite poles. Thus, the eight -stator poles 

constitute the four phases [2]. The number of poles on 

both the stator and the rotor is usually unequal. This is to 
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avoid the eventuality of the rotor being in a state 

of producing no initial torque, which occurs when all 

the rotor poles are locked in with the stator poles 

[1,2].  

The construction of the SRM used in this study is 

shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig 4.  SRM diagram (8/ 6 pole Motor). 

 

The SRMs have the advantage of reducing copper 

lost while its rotor is winding. Its stampings are made 

preferably of silicon steel, especially in higher 

efficiency applications, and for aerospace application 

the rotor operates at very high speeds, requiring the 

use of cobalt, iron and other variants. The air gap is 

kept as minimal as possible (0.1 mm to 0.3 mm), and 

the rotor and stator pole arc should be kept the same. 

It is advantageous if the rotor pole arc is larger than 

the stator pole arc.  

Normal operation of SRM requires sequential 

switching of different phase windings to DC mains 

while the rotor is moving. The output torque depends 

on the current level and rotor position. The current 

pulses are ideally timed to coincide with the positive 

torque production segments of the inductance 

waveforms.  

This current produces pulses developed torque in 

phases. Which leads to the existence of torque ripple 

in the motor output and to reduce this ripple the need 

to increase the number of pulses per period by 

increasing the number of motor phases. Where:  

.....
.....


devd

T
devc

T
devb

T
deva

T
devtotal

T

 

There are performance and cost tradeoffs between 

number of stator poles (number of windings) and 

number of phases. Since more poles and/or phases 

result in better performance and higher cost. It has 

been shown that the 4 or 5 phases SRM has better 

performance [4,5]. 

Therefore in this paper, the motor was used to 

reduce the torque ripple and obtaining the good 

performance is four phases. It was found that most of 

the SRM applications You need to minimum torque 

ripple [1-5].  

5.2 Photovoltaic Generator 

The chosen generator have two series modules 

each of 36 cells, Hence Ns =72 cell. The number of 

branches is taken as Np=6 branches to allow for 

starting current and/or operation at lower irradiation 

level. The overall voltage of the photovoltaic 

generator V is expressed in the following from     

[24-26]: 

I)*N*(0.05  -  Z*N*0.0731=V p1s            

(16) 

Where:-   

 /YY)YY) + I-Ln(XX=Z1  

leven irradiatio  %   *  Np*I=XX ph  

Np*0.0005=YY  

V and I are the average terminal voltage and 

current from cells, respectively, Iph is the 

photovoltaic current. This current is chosen to be of 

0.8 ampere which is proportional to an  irradiation 

level  that equals  100%(1000 watt/cm
2
 ) ( 3 ), while 

the open circuit voltage is taken as  0.54 volt. Figure 

5 shows the V-I characteristics of the photovoltaic 

generator used in this study while the maximum 

power versus the irradiation level is shown in Fig 6 
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Fig. 5   I~ V characteristics of the PV generator    
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Fig. 6 Maximum power versus output current   

 

6 Results 

The SRM is supplied from th PV supply and the 

new  

sensoreless algorithm is used to predict the rotor 

position and the system is used to control the input 

voltage sequence. The motor speed is  measured at 

starting and the results is shown in Fig. 7 which 

illustrate smooth starting with no hesitation which 

substantiate the efficiency of the new algorithm used 

to estimate the rotor position. It must be emphasized 

that the new algorithm operates successfully over the 

whole range of operation as extracted from the 

results. The same conclusion can also be obtained 

when the insulation level or converter duty cycle is 

changed as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig 9 which illustrate 

spead variation when changes occur in insulation 

level or duty cycle respectively.  
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Fig. 7 SRM speed variation versus time at starting.  
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Fig. 8 Effects of changes in insulation level on speed. 
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Fig. 9 Effects of changes in duty ratio  on speed. 

 

The four phases stator current at constant 

insulation and constant duty cycle ratio for PV 

converter is shown in Fig 10 . From this curve it can 

be shown that the angle between phases is . Also , 

Fig.11 shows one pulse for the phase current and flux 

linkage predicted by this method along with the 

applied voltage. 
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Fig.  11 The stator phase (voltage/150, current/2 and flux) 

curve. 

 

7 Conclusions 

This paper presented a new sensorless algorithm 

for estimating the rotor position of SRM. The method 

is implemented experimentally using a 8/6 four 

phases switched reluctance motor fed from a 

photovoltaic system.  The results illustrate that 

performance of SRM is significantly improved at 

both normal and starting conditions. Improved 

transient characteristics have also been observed if 

the duty ratio or insulation level is changed. This 

conclusion was obtained when the motor is fed from 

a PV system which has nonlinear characteristic 

nature which indicates that better performance will 

be obtained when a constant DC source is used. The 

new algorithm has been easily implemented 

experimentally and can be used for on line 

application which increases the industrial 

applications of SRM. 
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